Abstract-There has been profound progress in visual saliency thanks to the deep learning architectures, however, there still exist three major challenges that hinder the detection performance for scenes with complex compositions, multiple salient objects, and salient objects of diverse scales. In particular, output maps of the existing methods remain low in spatial resolution causing blurred edges due to the stride and pooling operations, networks often neglect descriptive statistical and handcrafted priors that have potential to complement saliency detection results, and deep features at different layers stay mainly desolate waiting to be effectively fused to handle multi-scale salient objects. In this paper, we tackle these issues by a new fully convolutional neural network that jointly learns salient edges and saliency labels in an end-to-end fashion. Our framework first employs convolutional layers that reformulate the detection task as a dense labeling problem, then integrates handcrafted saliency features in a hierarchical manner into lower and higher levels of the deep network to leverage available information for multi-scale response, and finally refines the saliency map through dilated convolutions by imposing context. In this way, the salient edge priors are efficiently incorporated and the output resolution is significantly improved while keeping the memory requirements low, leading to cleaner and sharper object boundaries. Extensive experimental analyses on ten benchmarks demonstrate that our framework achieves consistently superior performance and attains robustness for complex scenes in comparison to the very recent state-of-the-art approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
S ALIENCY detection (salient object detection) [1] , [2] , [3] aims at identifying the visually interesting object regions that are consistent with human perception. It is intrinsic to many computer vision tasks such as image cropping [4] , context-aware image editing [5] , image recognition [6] , interactive image segmentation [7] , action recognition [8] , image caption generation [9] and semantic image labeling [10] . Albeit considerable progress, it still remains as a challenging task and requires effective approaches to handle complex realworld scenarios (see Fig. 1 
for various examples).
Conventional saliency detection methods either employ predefined features such as color and texture descriptors [14] [15] , or indicators of appearance uniqueness [16] and region compactness [3] based on specific statistical priors such as center prior [17] , contrast prior [18] , boundary prior Jing Zhang and Mingyi He are with School of Electronics and Information, Northwestern Polytechnical University, China. Jing Zhang is currently visiting the Australian National University supported by the China Scholarship Council.
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Image
GT DSS DC RBD Edge Ours Fig. 1 . Various challenging complex real world scenarios for saliency detection, which either depict multiple salient objects (top row), or salient objects with diverse scales (middle row and bottom row). From left to right: Input image, ground truth, result of DSS [11] , DC [12] , RBD [13] , salient edge map and saliency map of our method.
[13] and object prior [19] . These handcrafted methods achieve acceptable results on relatively simple datasets (see [20] for a dedicated survey on saliency detection prior to the deep learning revolution), but their performances deteriorate quickly when the input images become cluttered and complicated. Data-driven approaches, in particular, deep learning with convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have recently attained great success in many computer vision tasks such as image classification [21] and semantic segmentation [22] . They have been naturally extended to saliency detection, where the problem is often formulated as a dense labeling task that automatically learns feature representations of salient regions, outperforming handcrafted solutions with a wide margin [11] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [12] , [26] , [27] , [28] .
Albeit profound progress thanks to deep learning architectures, there still exist three major challenges that hinder the performance of deep saliency methods under complex real-world scenarios, especially for scenes depicting multiple salient objects and salient objects with diverse scales:
• Low-resolution output maps: Due to stride operation and pooling layers in CNN architectures, the resultant saliency maps are inordinately low in spatial resolution, causing blurred edges as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The resolution of saliency maps is critical to several vision tasks such as image editing [5] and image segmentation [7] .
• Missing handcrafted yet pivotal features: Deep learning networks neglect the statistical priors widely used in handcrafted saliency methods. Such features are often based on human intuition and applicable a wide-spectrum of cases. In Fig. 1 , we provide examples where handcrafted saliency method outperforms the deep saliency counterparts. This reveals the complementary relation of human-knowledge driven and data-driven schemes and motivates us to seek better fusion approaches.
• Archaic handling of multi-scale saliency: The implementations of existing deep learning based saliency methods do not effectively exploit features at different levels. Bottom-level features (information about details) are usually underestimated and top-level features (semantic cues) are overestimated. In the middle row of Fig. 1 , we show examples where deep learning methods fail to capture the whole salient regions when the salient objects are very small. To tackle the above challenges, we propose a fully convolutional neural network (FCN) and an end-to-end learning framework for edge-aware saliency detection, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Our model consists of three modules: i) joint salient edge and saliency detection module, ii) multi-scale deep feature and handcrafted feature integration module, and iii) context module.
Firstly, we take advantage of the salient edge to guide saliency detection by reformulating saliency detection as a three-category dense labeling problem (background, salient edge and salient objects) in contrast to existing saliency detection methods. Our saliency maps highlight salient objects inside salient edges. With saliency edges obtained from our model, we recover much sharper salient object edges compared with existing deep saliency methods. In addition, since our edge extraction is scale-aware, our edge-aware saliency model can better handle scenarios with small salient objects.
Secondly, inspired by CASENet [29] , we perform feature extraction instead of feature classification at lower stages of our deep network to suppress non-salient background region and accentuate salient edges. We integrate multi-scale deep features and handcrafted features to have more representative saliency features. Thus, we exploit the complementary nature of handcrafted and deep saliency methods in a multi-modal fashion [30] and also achieve multi-scale saliency detection [31] . Finally, we employ a context module [32] with dilated convolution to explore global and local contexts for saliency, leading to more accurate saliency maps with sharper edges.
Our deep edge-aware saliency model is trained by taking the responses of existing handcrafted saliency (robust background detection [13] in particular) and normalized RGB color images as inputs, and directly learning an end-to-end mapping between the inputs and the corresponding saliency maps and salient edges. Deep supervision has been enforced in the network learning.
Our main contributions can be summarized as: 1) We reformulate saliency detection as a three-category dense labeling problem and propose a unified framework to jointly learn saliency map and salient edges in an endto-end manner. 2) We integrate deep features and handcrafted features into a deep-shallow model to make the best use of complementary information in data-driven deep saliency and human knowledge driven saliency. 3) We perform feature extraction instead of feature classification at earlier stages of our network to suppress non-salient pixels and provide higher-fidelity edge localization with structure information for saliency detection. 4) We use multi-scale context to exploit both global and local contextual information to produce maps with much sharper edges. 5) Our extensive performance evaluation on 10 benchmarking datasets show the superiority of our method compared with all current state-of-the-art methods. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work and summarizes the uniqueness of our method. In Section III, we introduce our three-category dense labeling formulation and a new balanced loss function to achieve edge-aware saliency detection. Deep and handcrafted features integration as well as context module for saliency refinement are explained in Section IV. Experimental results, performance comparisons and ablation studies are reported in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper with possible future work.
II. RELATED WORK Saliency detection approaches can be roughly classified as handcrafted feature based methods and deep learning based methods. After an overview of these categories, we explore methods for multi-scale feature fusion in this section.
A. Handcrafted Features for Saliency Detection
Prior to the deep learning revolution, conventional saliency methods were mainly relied on handcrafted features [33] , [34] , [3] , [35] , [36] . We refer readers to [20] and [37] for in-depth surveys and benchmark comparisons of handcrafted saliency methods.
Given an over-segmented image, color contrast has been exploited in [36] and [15] . Liu et al. [38] formulated saliency detection as an image segmentation problem. By exploiting the sparsity prior for salient objects, Shen and Wu [39] solved saliency detection as a low-rank matrix decomposition problem. Objectness, which highlights the object-like regions, has also been used in [40] , [16] and [41] . Xia et al. [42] measured saliency by the sparse reconstruction residual of representing the central patch with a linear combination of its surrounding patches sampled in a nonlocal manner. Zhu et al. [13] presented a robust background measure, namely "boundary connectivity", and a principle optimization framework. As a modification to commonly used center prior, Gong et al. [43] used the center of a convex hull to obtain strong background and foreground priors. Different from the above unsupervised methods that compute pixel or superpixel saliency directly, more recent works [14] , [18] and [44] consider saliency detection as a regression problem, in which a classifier is trained to assign saliency value to each pixel or superpixel.
B. Deep Learning Based Saliency
The above methods are effective for simple scenes, but they become fragile for complex scenarios. Recently, deep neural networks has been adopted to saliency detection [45] , [11] , [23] , [25] , [27] , [46] , [24] , [26] , [28] , [47] , [12] , [48] . Deep networks can encode high-level semantic features that capture saliency information more effectively than handcrafted features, and report superior performance compared with the conventional techniques.
Deep learning based saliency detection methods generally train a deep neural network to assign saliency to each pixel or superpixel. Li and Yu [24] used learned features from an existing CNN model to replace the handcrafted features. Li et al. [23] proposed a multi-task learning framework to saliency detection, where saliency detection and semantic segmentation are learned jointly. In DISC [27] , a novel deep image saliency computing framework is presented for finegrained image saliency computing, where two stacked DCNNs are used to get coarse-level and fine-grained saliency map respectively. Nguyen and Liu [49] integrated semantic priors into saliency detection.Kuen et al. [28] proposed a recurrent attentional convolutional-deconvolution network (RACDNN) to iteratively select image sub-regions to perform saliency refinement. Liu and Han [50] proposed an end-to-end deep hierarchical saliency network (DHSNet). The work is similar to [51] , where a shallow and a deep convolutional network are trained respectively in an end-to-end architecture for eye fixation prediction. In ELD [47] , both CNN features and lowlevel features are integrated for saliency detection. Zhao et al. [25] trained a local estimation stage and a global search stage individually to predict saliency score for salient object regions. Very recently, Hu et al. [52] proposed a level-set function and a superpixel based guided filter to refine the saliency maps. Wang et al. [53] predicted saliency based on image level label of a given input image.
C. Multi-scale Feature Fusion
Fusion of features in multiple spatial scales has been shown as a factor in achieving the state-of-the-art performance on semantic segmentation [54] [55] [32] and edge detection [56] . As an extension of [24] , Li and Yu [57] added handcrafted features to the deep features and trained a random forest (MDF-TIP) to predict saliency for each superpixel. Wang et al. [26] proposed a recurrent neural network, which takes unsupervised saliency and RGB image as input, and recurrently update output saliency map. Li and Yu [12] used an end-toend contrast network (DC) to produce a pixel-level saliency map based on multi-level features from four bottoms pooling layers based on the VGG network [58] . Within the structure of HED [56] , Cheng et al. [11] proposed a method (DSS) by introducing short connections to the skip-layer structures of [56] . UberNet [59] uses a unified architecture to jointly handle low-, mid-and high-level vision task based on a skip architecture at deeply supervision manner, where features from bottom layers and top layers are fused for different dense prediction tasks.
In contrast to the above state-of-the-art deep saliency methods, especially those based on multi-level feature fusion e.g. MDF-TIP [57] , RFCN [26] DSS [11] , DC [12] and UberNet [59] , our fully convolutional framework can efficiently aggregate saliency cues across different layers by using feature extraction instead of feature classification. Furthermore, by incorporating handcrafted saliency maps as a part of our input, our model can utilize the statistical cues and also initiate its parameters with reasonable weights. At the same time, by reformulating saliency detection as a three-category denselabeling problem, we build our model in an end-to-end manner and generate a spatially dense and highly coherent, edgeguided saliency map.
III. JOINT SALIENT EDGE AND SALIENCY DETECTION
To highlight salient edges as well as better detect salient objects of diverse scales, we reformulate saliency detection as a three-category dense labeling task and jointly learn salient edge and saliency map within our end-to-end framework. Furthermore, to handle the imbalance in labeling, we propose a new loss function.
A. Reformulating Saliency Detection
In our three-category labeling scheme, we introduce a new label "salient edge". Under our formulation, saliency detection aims at labeling each pixel with one of the three categories, namely background, salient edge and salient objects. Since all existing saliency benchmark datasets have twocategory labels, we need to transform the available twocategory labels to our three-category version. Conventionally, for each image I, its ground truth saliency is denoted as G = {l b , l s }, where the background region l b is labeled in black, and salient object region l s is labeled in white. To recover the location information of salient object, we convert labels of the saliency detection dataset into three categories: 1) background l b , 2) salient edge l e , and 3) salient objects l s .
Given a ground-truth saliency map G, we use the "Canny" edge detector to extract an initial edge map E. As the edge map E tends to be very thin (1 or 2-pixel width), a dilation operation is performed. For each pixel in E, we label its 3 × 3 neighboring region as edge region. Thus we end up with thicker edge regions. We generate new labels of the edge guided saliency in the following way: 1) Label all pixels as background; 2) Assign salient edge label to the thickened edge region; 3) Assign salient object label to salient object region.
In this way, completeness of salient object is kept as well as the accuracy of salient object edge. We compare the twocategory and three-category labeling strategies in Fig. 3 , where the salient edge has been greatly emphasized.
B. Balanced Loss Function
For typical images, the distribution of the background/salient edge/salient region pixels is heavily imbalanced; generally around 90% of the whole image is labeled as background or salient objects while less than 10% of the entire image is labeled as salient edges. Inspired by HED [56] and InstanceCut [60] , we propose a simple yet effective strategy to automatically compensate the loss among the three categories by introducing a class-balancing weight on a per-pixel basis.
Specifically, we define the following class-balanced softmax loss function in Eq. (1):
(1) where j indexes the whole image spatial dimension, P r (y j = 1) = e bj / n e bn ∈ [0, 1] and P r (y j = 2) = e bj / n e bn ∈ [0, 1] denote the possibility of pixel j labeled as salient edge and salient object respectively.
C. FCN for Edge-Aware Saliency
Our front-end saliency detection network is built upon a semantic segmentation net, i.e., DeepLab [22] , where a deep convolutional neural network (ResNet-101 [21] ) originally designed for image classification is repurposed to the task of semantic segmentation by 1) transforming all fully connected layers to convolutional layers, 2) increasing feature resolution through dilated convolutional layers [22] , [32] . Under this framework, the spatial resolution of the output feature map is increased four times, which is superior to [25] and [24] .
Different from VGG [58] , ResNet [21] explicitly learns residual functions with reference to the layer inputs, which makes it easier to optimize with higher accuracy from considerably increased network depth. By removing the final pooling and fully-connected layer to adapt it to saliency detection, we reconstruct ResNet-101 model, and add four dilated convolutional layers with increasing receptive field in our saliency detection network to better exploit both local and global context information.
For a normalized RGB image I, with the repurposed ResNet-101 model, we get a three-channel feature map S deep = {S b , S e , S s }, where the first channel represents background map, second channel salient edge map and third channel salient object map. We up-sample S deep to the input image resolution, and compute loss and accuracy using the interpolated feature map. Note that, this up-sampling operation could also be achieved by deconvolution [61] ), which leads to more parameters and longer training time with similar performance. In this paper, we use the "Interp" layer provided in Caffe [62] due to its efficiency.
D. Effects of Reformulating Saliency Detection
We compare salient edge from our model and edge map from state-of-the-art deep edge detection method HED [56] . As shown in Fig. 4 , our salient edge map provides rich semantic information, which highlights the salient object edges and suppresses most of the background edges.
To analyze the importance of our new saliency detection formulation, we train an extra deep model, with two-category labeling as ground truth, namely "Standard label", and our model using the relabeled ground truth is named as "New label". For the above two models, we use similar model structure, and the only difference is the channel number of outputs (with the standard label as ground truth, "num output: 2" and our new label as ground truth "num output: 3"). Fig. 5  (a) shows the mean absolute error (MAE) on ten benchmarking datasets, which clearly demonstrates that with our new labeling strategy, we end up with consistently better performance on all the ten benchmarking datasets, with approximate 2.5% decrease in MAE on average, which clearly proves the effectiveness of our reformulation of saliency detection.
IV. INTEGRATING DEEP AND HANDCRAFTED FEATURES
Deep learning based saliency detection methods predict saliency maps by exploiting large scale labeled saliency datasets, which could be biased by the training datasets. By contrast, handcrafted saliency detection methods build upon statistical priors that are summarized and extracted with human knowledge, and are more generic and applicable to general cases. Current deep learning networks generally neglect the statistical priors widely used in handcrafted saliency methods.
Here, we propose to integrate both deep saliency from our front-end deep model and handcrafted saliency for edge-aware saliency detection. We choose RBD (Robust Background Detection) [13] as our handcrafted saliency model, as it ranks 1st of all the handcrafted saliency detection methods [37] . We add a shallow model (as shown in Fig. 2 ) to fuse deep and handcrafted features, which takes original RGB image I, handcrafted saliency S RBD , saliency map S deep from our front-end model and lower levels feature map S i , i = 1, ..., 4 from our deep model as input. We train the feature integration model to extract complementary information between deep and handcrafted features. Finally, we plug a context module by using dilated convolution at the end of our feature fusion model to generate saliency map with sharper edges.
A. Handcrafted Saliency Features
We select RBD [13] as our handcrafted saliency detection model. RBD is developed based on the statistical observation that objects and background regions in natural images are quite different in their spatial layout, and object regions are much less connected to image boundaries than background ones. Background connectivity is defined to measure how much a given region is connected to image boundaries:
where Len bnd (p) and Area(p) are length along the image boundary and spanning area of superpixel p respectively. Based on this measure, background probability ω bg i is defined as below, which is close to 1 when boundary connectivity is large and close to 0 when it is small:
Furthermore, background weighted contrast is introduced to compute saliency for a given region p, which is defined as:
where d app (p, p i ) is the Euclidean distance between average colors of region p and p i in the CIE-Lab color space, ω spa (p, p i ) is the spatial distance between the center of region p and p i . Please refer to [13] for more details. RBD has a clear geometrical interpretation, which makes the boundary connectivity robust to image appearance variations and stable across different images. Furthermore, the saliency cues captured in RBD have strong correlation with the geometric coordinates and weak correlation with appearance, which is essentially different from data-driven deep saliency methods. In Fig. 1 , we illustrate examples where RBD could capture the salient objects while state-of-the-art deep learning based methods fail to localize the salient objects.
B. Deep Multi-scale Saliency Feature Extraction
It has been shown that lower layers in convolutional nets capture rich spatial information, while upper layers encode object-level knowledge but are invariant to factors such as pose and appearance [63] . In general, the receptive field of lower layers is too limited, it is unreasonable to require the network to perform dense prediction at early stages. To this end, inspired by CASENet [29] , we perform feature extraction at the last layer of each block of the re-purposed ResNet-101 (conv1, res2c, res3b3 and res4b22 respectively in our paper). Particularly, one 1 × 1 convolution layer is utilized to map each of the above four side-outputs to one-channel feature map S i , i = 1, ..., 4, which represents different scales of detail information of our deep model, see Fig. 6 for an example, where S s from our front-end model is trained without deephandcrafted feature fusion. Figure 6 shows that bottom side-outputs are usually messy which makes them undesirable to infer dense prediction at these stages. However, as lower level outputs can produce more detail information, especially edges, it will be a huge waste to ignore them at all. In this paper, we take a tradeoff between keeping detail information and suppressing nonsalient object pixels by performing feature extraction instead of feature classification at earlier stages. Those extracted lowlevel features can provide spatial information for our final results at the top layer, which will be discussed later.
C. Deep-Shallow Model
With saliency map S RBD from [13] , input image I and output from our front-end deep model S deep = {S b , S e , S s }, as well as the four side-outputs S i , i = 1, ..., 4, we train a three-layer shallow convolutional networks to better explore statistical information as well as to extract complementary information between deep saliency and handcrafted saliency.
Firstly, we concatenate I, S s , S RBD and S i , i = 1, ..., 4 in channel dimension and feed it to our three-layer convolutional model to map the concatenated feature map to a one-channel feature map S ns . Then, background map S b , edge map S e and S ns are concatenated and fed to another 1×1 convolution layer to form our edge-aware saliency map S DS with a loss layer at the end. Although deep learning based method outperform RBD with a margin, and feature map from the earlier stages are undesirable, experimental results on ten benchmark datasets demonstrate that the proposed model to integrate handcrafted saliency and deep saliency from bottom layers achieves better performance, see Fig.6 for an example.
To illustrate how deep-handcrafted saliency integration helps the performance of our model, we compute MAE on ten datasets as shown in Fig. 5(b) , where "RBD" represents the performance of using handcrafted RBD [13] , "Front-end" represents the performance by training our deep model without deep-handcrafted saliency, and "DS" represents results from our proposed deep-shallow model. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , with the help of deep-handcrafted saliency integration, our model achieves consistently lower MAE. With the detail information of deep features from bottom sides and statistical information from RBD, our model is effective in detecting salient objects of diverse scales, and saliency map of our model becomes sharper and better visually as shown in Fig. 11 .
D. Context Module for Saliency Refinement
Using our deep-shallow model, we produce a dense saliency map. To further improve edge sharpness of the saliency map, a context module [32] is added at the end of our deep-shallow network. By systematically applying dilated convolutions [32] for multi-scale context aggregation, context network could exponentially expand the receptive fields without losing resolution or coverage as shown in Fig. 7 , where a fixed size of kernal = 3 is applied with different scale of dilation. Let F i , i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1 : Z 2 → R be discrete functions and let k j , j = 0, 1, ..., n − 2 : Ω r → R be discrete (2j + 1) × (2j + 1) filters. Dilated convolution [32] is defined as:
where * l is an l-dilated convolution, p, s and t are elements in F * l , F and k respectively. Given F i and k i , consider applying the filters with exponentially increasing dilation:
It's easy to observe that the receptive filed of elements in
, which is a square of exponentially increasing size.See [32] for details about context module.
Here, we used the larger context network that uses a larger number of feature maps in the deeper layers as it achieves better performance for image semantic segmentation [32] . Identity initialization [32] is used to initialize the context module, where all the filters are set that each layer simply passes the input directly to the next. With this initialization scheme, the context model helps produce saliency map with even clear semantics. Fig. 8 shows example saliency maps with and without using context module. We can conclude that with the help of context module, the increasing size of receptive field helps to produce more coherent saliency map.
To illustrate how context module improve our performance, we train models with and without context module, and results are reported in Fig. 5(c) , where "no-context" represents model without using context module. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , we achieve better performance with the help of context module, with reducing of MAE on nine out of ten benchmark datasets, except for the SED2 dataset, where more than half images in this dataset are in low contract with salient objects distribute in almost the entire image area, and this attribute hinders the performance of context model.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Setup
Dataset: We have evaluated the performance of our proposed model on 10 saliency benchmarking datasets.
We used 2,500 images from the MSRA-B dataset [38] for training and 500 images for validation, and the remaining 2,000 images for testing, which is same to [14] and [11] . Most of the images in MSRA-B dataset contain one salient object. The ECSSD dataset [64] contains 1,000 images of semantically meaningful but structurally complex images, which makes it very challenging. The DUT dataset [65] contains 5,168 images. The SOD saliency dataset [14] contains 300 images, where many images have multiple salient objects with low contrast. The SED1 and SED2 [66] datasets contain 100 images respectively, where images in SED1 contain one single salient object while images in SED2 contain two salient objects. The PASCAL-S [67] dataset is generated from the PASCAL VOC [68] dataset and contains 850 images. HKU-IS [24] is a recently released saliency dataset with 4,447 images. The THUR dataset [69] contains 6,232 images of five classes, namely "butterfly","coffee mug","dog jump","giraffe" and "plane". ICOSEG [70] is an interactive co-segmentation dataset, which contains 643 images with single or multiple salient objects.
Competing methods: We compared our method against eleven state-of-the-art deep saliency detection methods: DSS [11] , DMT [23] , RFCN [26] , DISC [27] , DeepMC [25] , LEGS [46] , MDF [24] , RACDN [28] , ELD [47] , SPCNN [48] and DC [12] , and five conventional saliency detection methods: DRFI [14] , RBD [13] , DSR [71] , MC [2] , and HS [64] , which were proven in [37] as the state-of-the-art before the deep learning revolution. We have three alternate ways to obtain results of these methods. First, we use the saliency maps provided in the paper. Second, we run the released codes provided by the authors. For those methods without code and saliency maps, we use the performance reported in other papers.
Evaluation metrics: We use 4 evaluation metrics, including the mean absolute error (MAE), maximum F-measure, mean F-measure, as well as PR curve. MAE can provide a better estimate of the dissimilarity between the estimated and ground truth saliency map. It is the average per-pixel difference between ground truth and estimated saliency map, normalized to [0, 1], which is defined as:
where W and H are the width and height of the respective saliency map S, GT is the ground truth saliency map. The F-measure (F β ) is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall:
where β 2 = 0.3, P recision corresponds to the percentage of salient pixels being correctly detected, Recall corresponds to the fraction of detected salient pixels in relation to the ground truth number of salient pixels. The Precision-Recall (PR) curves are obtained by thresholding the saliency map in the range of [0, 255] . Mean F-measure and maximum F-measure are defined as the mean and maximum of F β correspondingly, where the former one represents a summary statistic for the PR curve and the latter one provides an optimal threshold as well as the best performance a detector can achieve.
Training details: We trained our model using Caffe [62] , where the training stopped when training accuracy kept unchanged for 200 iterations with maximum iteration 15,000. Each image is rescaled to 321 × 321 × 3. We initialized our model using the Deep Residual Model trained for semantic segmentation [22] . Weights of our deep-handcrafted saliency integration model are initialized using the "xavier" policy, bias is initialized as constant. We used the stochastic gradient descent method with momentum 0.9 and decreased learning rate 90% when the training loss did not decrease. Base learning rate is initialized as 1e-3 with the "poly" decay policy. For loss, the balanced "Softmaxwithloss" is utilized. For validation, we set "test iter" as 500 (test batch size 1) to cover the full 500 validation images. The whole training took 25 hours with training batch size 1 and "iter size" 20 on a PC with an NVIDIA Quadro M4000 GPU.
B. Comparison with the State-of-the-art
Quantitative Comparison: We compared our method with eleven deep saliency methods and five conventional methods. Results are reported in Table I and Fig. 9 , where "Ours" represents the results of our model. Table I shows that on those ten datasets, deep learning based methods outperform traditional methods with 3%-9% decrease in MAE, which further proves the superiority of deep features for saliency detection. DSS [11] , DC [12] and our model are all built on the DeepLab framework [22] , while our method integrating handcrafted saliency with ResNet-101 model achieves the best results, especially on the THUR dataset, where our method achieves about 3% performance leap of maximum Fmeasure and around 6% improvement of mean F-measure, as well as around 3% decrease in MAE compared with the above two DeepLab based methods. Also, our method consistently achieves the best mean F-measure compared with those state-of-the-art deep learning based methods as well as those handcrafted saliency methods. Fig. 9 shows PR curves of our method and the competing methods on eight benchmark datasets, where our method consistently achieves best performance compared with the competing methods, especially on the DUT dataset, where our method outperforms the compared methods with a wide margin.
Qualitative Comparisons: Figure 11 demonstrates several visual comparisons, where our method consistently outperforms the competing methods. The first image is in very low contrast, where most of the competing methods failed to capture the salient object, especially for RBD [13] , while our method captures the salient objects with sharper edge preserved. The 5th image is a simple scenario, and most of the competing methods can achieve good results, while our method achieves the best result with most of the background region suppressed. The 7th image has strong inter-contrast, which leads to quite false detection especially for LEGS [46] , MDF [24] and RBD [13] , and our method achieves consistently better results inside the salient object. The salient objects in the last two images are quite small, and the competing methods failed to capture salient regions, while our method capture the whole salient region with high precision.
C. Ablation Study
To analyze the role of different components in our model, we performed the following ablation studies.
1) Different training datasets: To validate how different training datasets can affect the performance, we trained two extra models with different training datasets. For the first one, we chose MSRA10K [72] as the training dataset, namely "MSRA10K", which contains 10,000 images. We trained this model to analyze whether more training images can lead to better performance. For the second one, we used the HKU-IS dataset [24] to train our second model, namely "HKU-IS", to verify whether model trained on complex training dataset can generate well to other scenarios. Results are shown in Table II .
From Table II , we observe that our model trained with 2,500 images outperforms the model trained with the entire MSRA10K dataset [72] . For the PASCAL-S [67] and SOD [14] datasets, our model achieves more than 2% improvement in mean F-measure and max F-measure, as well as more than 2% reduction in MAE compared with the "MSRA10K" model, which proves that our training dataset of 2,500 training images from MSRA-B is comprehensive enough for training saliency model. Furthermore, compared with "HKU-IS", our model gets better results on relatively simple datasets, and worse result when dataset become complex, which encourages us to train model with training images of more complex scenarios.
2) Salient objects with diverse scales: According to Table I , both deep saliency detection methods and handcrafted saliency methods achieve better performance for relatively simple testing dataset (MSRA-B dataset for example, where more than half of images with salient region occupying more than 20% of images), and worse performance for dataset with multiple small salient objects (DUT dataset for example, where more than half of images with salient region occupying less than 10% of images), which illustrates that small salient objects detection is still challenging for those deep learning based methods.
To illustrate that our method trained on simple scenarios can generate well to datasets with multiple small salient objects, we divide the ten testing datasets into big salient objects dataset and small salient objects dataset, where the former one includes 18,455 images, and the later one includes 2,353 images. We define images include less than 1/25 part of the salient region as small salient objects image. Then we compute mean F-measure, max F-measure and PR curve of each method on this re-divided saliency dataset, and the performance is shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b) , where "Our(b)" and "Our(s)" represent our performance on big and small salient object dataset respectively, "Mean F-measure(b)" and "Mean F-measure(s)" represent mean F-measure of saliency methods on big and small salient object dataset respectively. We could draw two conclusions from Fig. 10(a) and (b) . Firstly, both deep saliency methods and handcrafted saliency methods work better on the big salient objects dataset than on the small salient objects dataset. Secondly, by integrating bottom-layer features and handcrafted feature, our method consistently achieves the best performance for both datasets. The reason for the better performance lies in two parts: 1) bottom sides features in our model have a small receptive field, which works well for small salient objects; 2) our salient edge is scale-aware, which helps to detect small salient objects inside salient edges.
3) Different numbers of salient objects: We trained our model on MSRA-B dataset, where most images have a single dominant salient object. To illustrate the generalization ability of our method to multiple salient objects dataset, we divided HKU-IS dataset to two parts (we chose the HKU-IS dataset because most of the images in HKU-IS dataset contain more than one salient objects): single salient object dataset and multiple salient objects dataset, where the former one contains 605 images and the later one contains 3,842 images. We compute the PR curves of our method and the competing methods for both datasets correspondingly, and the performance is shown in Fig.10(c) and (d) , where (c) is the performance on the single salient object dataset, and (d) is the performance on multiple salient object dataset. We could draw three conclusions from Fig.10(c) and (d) . Firstly, on both situations, our method consistently achieves the best performance which proves the effectiveness of our model. Secondly, compared with single salient object dataset, for those handcrafted saliency methods, they achieve better performance on multiple salient object dataset, and the main reason is due to larger salient region occupation of images in the multiple salient object dataset. Thirdly, the occupation of the salient region remains the key element in achieving better performance for multi-scale saliency detection.
D. Execution Time
Typically, more accurate results are achieved at the cost of a longer run-time. However, this is not our case, as we achieve VI. CONCLUSIONS We reformulated saliency detection as a three-category dense labeling problem and introduced an edge-aware model. We demonstrated that with saliency edges as constraints in our formulation, we achieved more accurate saliency map and preserve salient edges. Furthermore, we designed a new deepshallow fully convolutional neural network based on a novel skip-architecture to integrate both deep and handcrafted features. Our method takes the responses of handcrafted saliency detection and normalized color images as inputs and directly learns a mapping from the inputs to saliency maps. We added a multi-scale context module in our model to further improve edge sharpness and spatial coherence.
Our experimental analysis using 10 benchmark datasets (the largest assessment study reported in the literature) and comparisons to 11 state-of-the-art methods show that our method outperforms all existing approaches with a wide margin.
Results also illustrate that small salient object detection is still a significant challenge. Even though we boost the performance of saliency detection, still more work needs to be done on this front since salient objects are often small in typical pictures. We pursue this direction as our future work. [27] , LEGS [46] , MDF [24] , RFCN [26] , DMT [23] , DC [12] , DeepMC [25] , DSS [11] , DRFI [14] and RBD [13] .
